
The Art Of Investing In NFTs - An Optimum Time To 
Mint, Buy, And Airdrop 

 

Non-Fungible tokens (NFTs) have taken the world of digital art by storm. With the 
increasing popularity of NFT projects, it’s crucial to understand the right time to 
invest in them. 
 

Whether it’s minting a new NFT, buying one, or earning through an airdrop, there 
are pros and cons to each. 
 

Let’s explore the different methods of NFT investment by jumping into the blog. 
 

Understanding The Minting Process 
Minting a new NFT is the process of creating a unique token on the Ethereum 
blockchain. The process usually happens in three different waves, including a 
whitelist round, a presale round, and a public sale. 
 

Whitelist members are the earliest supporters of a project and have the highest 
odds of creating a rare NFT. The presale list offers the opportunity to mint with 
less stringent requirements. Finally, the public sale opens up minting to 
everyone. 
 

Do you need any assistance developing an NFT marketplace? Connect with the 
leading NFT marketplace development company that guides you to the best 
path to success. 
 

Highlights And Challenges Of Minting A New NFT 
Getting into an NFT project early has several advantages, including lower minting 
prices, community benefits, and the chance to get in on the ground floor.  
 

One investor who purchased Bored Apre Yacht Club NFTs later sold his 
collection for $19M. 
 

However, like with any investment, there is no guarantee that the value will go up 
over time, and NFTs can drop in price after minting. So, be cautious before 
buying or minting any NFT. 
 

Airdrops - An Introduction To Free NFTs 
NFT producers may drop pieces to encourage sales or increase excitement 
about a project. The most common way to earn a free NFT is by minting several 

https://www.blockchainfirm.io/nft-marketplace-development


at once. Airdrops are an easy way to lower the cost per token, but there is an 
inherent risk involved. 
 

For instance, if a project offers one free airdrop for minting five tokens, you would 
have to spend over $650 to get the airdrop. 
 

Optimum Time To Buy An NFT For Maximum Profit 
The answer to this question depends on your individual investing strategy and 
goals for collecting NFTs. Early adopters have the highest odds of creating a rare 
NFT, but there is also a risk of an extended timeline before returns. 
 

On the other hand, waiting to see a project’s trajectory before investing reduces 
the risk but also lowers the chance of creating a rare NFT. 
 

The Art Of Investing In NFTs 
Investing in NFTs is both an art and a science. Once again, whether you are 
minting a new NFT, buying one, or earning through an airdrop, it’s important to 
know the risks and benefits involved.  
 

The world of digital art is constantly evolving, and there is no assurance in the 
NFT market. However, with the right strategy and a thorough understanding of 
the investment process, NFTs can provide a unique opportunity to create a 
profitable and diverse portfolio. 
 

What are you waiting for? Seek the best NFT marketplace development 
services from our experts at Blockchain Firm, the top NFT marketplace 
development company in India and UAE. 
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